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Motorhead Detailing Products



GOING THE EXTRA MILE
THE LINEUP

 Motorhead detailing products are the top choice of automotive professionals. We have 
worked with the nation’s top chemists to develop formulas which provide maximum 
cleaning, polishing, and finishing with minimum effort and lasting results. 

Enjoy the Shine!

Auto   •   Marine   •    RV   •   Motorcycle  

Quick Slick. A quick-detail spray 
perfect for fast, diamond-shine gloss 
enhancement.  Our  anti-static formula 
will help repel dust and maintain your 
shine in-between washes.

Banana CrEme Wax. This silky 
smooth formula will provide a radiant 
shine finish with the help of carnauba, 
a natural, plant-based wax. Easy on/off 
application will provide you with a deep 
shine and protective coating.

Dressed to Kill. This tire shine and 
trim dressing adds gloss enhancement 
and protective UV blockers to your tires 
and trim.

Wash & Glo. Superior lathering auto 
shampoo is tough on dirt while gentle 
on the car, providing a deep clean and 
residue-free rinse.

Clean Getaway. This versatile cleaner 
is capable of tackling everything from 
undercarriage to interior upholstery. Use 
as directed to get radical cleaning action 
wherever you may need it.

Smooth Operator. One-step polish 
that removes minor swirls and scratches 
in the paint, while offering the UV 
protection and high shine of wax - giving 
you a brilliant shine in no time! 

The Inside Job. Interior cleaner and 
conditioner will clean, restore and 
protect your leather, vinyl, and plastic 
surfaces keeping them soft and supple.

The Polished Gentleman. 
Hydrophobic spray detailer and cheater 
wax protects the paint and glass, drying 
crystal clear – leaving behind only a high 
shine with an increased ability to repel 
dust and water.

The Glass Act. Streak free, high-
performance glass cleaner removes 
dirt and dust leaving only crystal clear 
windows. Removes plasticizer and 
fogginess. Safe for window tints.

Enjoy the Shine!
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